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 Hi all, I'm creating a tutorial for my friends who are interested in tf2 modeling, in this tutorial I'll cover the base modeling of the face, legs and torso of a nude female, as well as some of the textures,materials and sounds to create the same! I'd love some feedback on my work. Custom models, voices, items etc... I'm still new to this so.. yay me! Thank you guys! My Model. I will give credit if any is
found.After insisting that he was not going to resign no matter the vote to bring down Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, Isaac Herzog on Thursday night accepted his members' decision to support the premier and will now be prime minister-designate. >> A whirlwind day in Israeli politics | Analysis >> Who won and who lost after the Herzog-Lapid deal was sealed | Analysis Open gallery view
Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and Labor leader Isaac Herzog. Credit: Nir Keidar "I accept the decision of the Labor Party. I am ready to continue to serve the state, to serve the people. I thank you for the trust you place in me," he said in a brief statement to his supporters in a stadium in the settlement of Ramot, where he is to be inaugurated in two weeks. He will be sworn in Friday at the

Knesset. During the campaign, Herzog insisted he would not resign no matter what the vote outcome, and in an interview with Army Radio on Thursday night, he suggested that was his position even before the ballots had been counted. >> Analysis: What's next for Israeli politics after a 'hard' Herzog-Netanyahu deal | Chat with me about the campaign "It's not a new position, I had maintained it since
the primaries. I told the people during the primaries, during the election campaign, that I will be in government, and I will serve in government, I don't know what [kind of] government, but I will continue to work with whoever is elected and serve the people," he said. However, a few hours before his acceptance speech he told Channel 10 that he had told his political rivals that he would not be joining

them in a coalition. "Today, a few hours before the declaration of results, I've decided to join my political rivals in a coalition," Herzog said. "The Labor Party's greatest asset is it's large left 82157476af
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